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Personal Profile  
I am a hardworking and approachable individual with a positive attitude. I am flexible and 
adaptable in my approach to work, and can work to deadlines. I have excellent 
communication and customer service skills and have a good understanding of health and 
safety. I work well within a team, but also work well unsupervised, and can prioritise my work 
accordingly.  
 
Key Skills 

● Reliable 
● Team player 
● Punctual 
● Basic IT Skills 

 
Please click to view Digital Video CV: https://vimeo.com/236642014/2fd3df860e 
 
Employment History 
 
Actively Seeking Employment 
I am currently being supported by the Job Centre, the YMCA and the Digital CV Team at 
City College Peterborough to actively seek employment. I am also working on my self-
development and work readiness. I have enrolled on the Digital CV project to allow me to 
showcase the skills I have. I am looking for a role in the warehouse or retail sector that will 
allow me to both build on my existing skill set and also allow me to learn new skills.  
 
Compass Sofa, Van Driver - 2005 
While volunteering at Compass Sofa, my duties were to help around the store and make 
sure it was neatly presented at all times. My main role was to drive the delivery van and 
collect donated furniture from people’s homes. I would also deliver any furniture to people 
which had been purchased in store. As I was lifting heavy furniture frequently I had to have a 
good understanding of manual handling and health and safety in the workplace.  
 
Tee Kay Packaging, Case Maker - 2002  
While employed with Tee Kay Packaging, I was responsible for printing box templates. I 
would add the carboard box dimensions in to a computer which would then design the 
template. I would then use another machine to cut the fold creases in to the boxes so they 
could be assembled easily. These boxes would then be sent out for use to companies 
nationwide. As this work was carried out on a mini production line, team work and time 
management were essential to meet tight production deadlines. As I was using industrial 
equipment I had to have a good eye for detail and understand the importance of health and 
safety in the workplace.  
  



Freemans, Supervisor – 1994 / 1995  
While at Freemans, I was employed as Supervisor. I was responsible for maintaining all the 
vending machines throughout the building. As Freemans was such a large distribution centre 
there were lots of vending machines placed around the building and canteen area. I would 
keep the vending machines clean, well-stocked and in good working order. I would also 
collect all the money made from the machines and store it safely in the safe before it was 
collected for banking. 
 
United Technologies, Line Operator – 1991 / 1994 
During my time at United Technologies, I worked as part of a team on a busy production line. 
The company made specially designed harnesses for cars and other vehicles. My job was to 
carry out quality control checks on all the products to ensure they were not damaged or 
faulty in anyway before dispatch. This was a fast-paced role so team work was essential. As 
this was a factory setting we had to adhere to strict health and safety policies.  
 
Soda Stream, Cylinder Fitter – 1989 / 1991 
During my time at Soda Stream, I was employed as cylinder maintenance worker. I was 
responsible for checking through the gas cylinders that operated the Soda Stream device to 
ensure they were not damaged. I would also refill these cylinders so they could be resold 
and used again.  In this role I worked as part of a team and we had to meet production target 
deadlines. As we were refilling the cylinders with pressured carbon dioxide gas we had to be 
health and safety conscious at all times.  
 
Tesco, Produce Assistant – 1984 / 1989 
While working at Tesco, I was employed as a produce assistant. My duties included 
replenishing the fresh produce and ensuring the shelves were full and neatly presented. I 
would also rotate the produce ensuring everything was in date order. Another duty was to 
check through for any damaged produce that was not fit for sale and dispose of it. While 
working on the shop floor I would also help customers with any queries they may have and 
deliver good customer service. I was also responsible for unloading the delivery trucks that 
arrived daily and ensured all the new stock was put away neatly in the warehouse. 
 
Education & Training 
Orton Longville School 
While here I obtained qualifications in: 

• English 
• Maths 
• Art  
• Geography 
• History 

Other Training / Qualifications 
• I.T. Learn Direct 
• Health and Safety Certificate 
• Food Hygiene Certificate 

 
Hobbies and Interests 
In my spare time, I enjoy visiting my parents and reading. I also like attending 1940’s 
weekends with my friends and family.   
 

References available on request 


